
 
Unfortunately, due to an unforeseen technical issue, the presentation this morning by Dr. Shah and Dr. Klumpner re: the 
MiChart transition was not able to be broadcast or recorded via Zoom. I apologize to those who joined and waited 
patiently for the issue to resolve. 
 
For those who were not able to be at the presentation in person, I have attached the slides which were shared. Also, 
below are questions that were answered during the presentation. 
 
Questions addressed 3/9 AM: 

1. What’s the backup plan in the case are issues with go-live that can’t be overcome? 
a. Go-live beginning Sunday, 3/12, will be all-hands on deck with a full contingent of HITS, MAISE, and EPIC 

support staff on-site to resolve any issues that arise.  If technical issues come up during go live, please bring 
those to a super-user or the help desk (pgr 1510). 

 
2. If vitals aren’t being captured because of a preop procedure that was performed on the same patient, can a 

user select “anesthesia start” to reset vital capture? 
a. To reset vitals capture, if "Start Data Collection" was documented by the pre-op team, make sure that the 

"Stop Data Collection" is documented. Then, in your own room, document "Start Data Collection" again and 
you should see the vitals come into the record again. Make sure you remember to document "Stop Data 
Collection" at the end of your case. You can also check device association status by clicking the Device 
button near the bottom of your toolkit. For any device integration issues, you can also page 1510.  

 
3. If Super Users have questions on Monday, who should they reach out to?   

a. Another super user. If questions aren’t answered, then call the command center. Super user assignments 
and the command center phone #s will be posted on the anesthesiology dept internal homepage 
(anes.med.umich.edu) 

 
4. If charting isn’t completed on time, will faculty receive an active alert like we do from Centricity? 

a. No. No prompts will be sent by MiChart re: incomplete charting/signing of records. Attendings must make it 
a habit to frequently check the MiChart in-basket for any outstanding charting. 

b. Billing review and feedback will still occur by a central billing team, although much less frequently than 
current state. 

 
5. Do CRNAs require independent attestation? 

a. No. When providers come into a case, they should confirm the correct staff are documented as being 
signed-in. MiChart does capture which users document presence in room, to ensure effective auditing. 

b. Screenshot of staff audit trail: 

 
 

  



c. Additionally - all documentation is tied to whoever is currently signed into MiChart (far right column): 

 
 

6. Is there an awake fiberoptic macro? 
a. No. Centricity macros were consolidated from >170 to ~39.  Many previous macros, like awake fiberoptic, 

have documentation elements available in the record. There is still a link in the right sidebar to the old 
Centricity scripts to use as a cheat sheet for as long as we need. 

 
7. Will providers still receive that automated email about cases for which they are assigned for the next day? 

a. Yes, but those will be coming from Centricity and will go away in time. We can link our surgery schedule to 
Outlook. 

 
8. Does the one-time ‘faculty present’ attestation replace the Centricity ‘faculty monitoring’ attestation? 

a. Yes. 
 

9. Are the hand-held scanners installed in the rooms? 
a. Scanners will be installed by this Saturday. 

 
10. Are we scanning blood? 

a. Yes. Check out the video on the ‘Tom’s Tips’ sites which walks through the blood management process. 
(https://maise.med.umich.edu/epic-anesthesia/#tomstips 

 

https://maise.med.umich.edu/epic-anesthesia/#tomstips

